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GBM exists to help churches support their 
missionaries worldwide, in ministries of 
evangelism, church planting, training, 
compassion, radio and literature. 

However things turn out politically in 
terms of the UK’s relationship with the 
EU, GBM has no intention of reducing 
our commitment to Europe! You will 
see from the prayer guide in this edition 
of the Herald that our focus for this 
year’s week of prayer is the very needy 
continent of Europe. Since the last 
Herald, we have seen Phil and Lydia 
Evans move to Riga to help the Firths 
in the church-planting work there. We 
have also had news that Tom and Lucy 
Forryan, in consultation with their Church 
in Watford, will not now be moving to 
Paris due to insuffi cient resources being 
pledged to enable this to go ahead. 

While that is a disappointment, we do 
believe that doors being closed are just 
as much God’s guidance as doors being 
opened. Although the needs of Europe 
are so vast and urgent, it is encouraging 
to refl ect on the progress that has been 
made over the past few years especially 
in new church-plants throughout Europe. 
Those who are being supported by GBM 
in Europe are all involved in church 
planting in one way or another.

It is a real joy to see the way the Lord 
has been blessing the work in Riga, and 
now in the provision of much needed 
support for the Firths with the addition 
of Phil and Lydia. We look forward to the 
church there being formally constituted 
shortly. The same is true in Belgrade 
where there is now a plural eldership 
and anticipation of a formal membership 
soon being in place as well. It is also a 
cause for much praise to God for the way 
that the church-plants in Wetzlar and 

Frankfurt have been blessed as well. 
How remarkable too is the work God 

has been pleased to do through the 
faithful service of Jean Ellis among the 
Deaf over many decades in Austria. We 
would love to see a signifi cant move 
forward in the work in Legionowo in 
Poland but are so encouraged by the 
example of the perseverance and hard 
work of Andrzej and Monika. We are 
thankful too for the encouragements 
that God has given. Also, it is exciting to 
hear news of the church-plant that James 
Hammond is involved with in Bordeaux. 
Prayer is so vital for our brothers and 
sisters serving in each of these places.

But the need is so vast. In the overall 
scheme of things, we may be tempted to 
ask what is actually being accomplished? 
We ought not to be too quick to 
underplay the signifi cance of what God 
is doing. Who would have anticipated 
what would result from the church at 
Jerusalem hearing of God’s blessing in 
a ‘church-plant’ in Antioch and sending 
one of their men to support them. That 
church quite quickly became instrumental 
in God’s purposes to become the means 
of planting countless churches around the 
Mediterranean. 

God expects us to do what we can 
and then marvel as we see him doing 
what we can never do. Your involvement 
in mission matters, whether it is through 
prayer, fi nancial support, or going to 
serve. God is both able and delighted  to 
use weak, frail Christians who rely on the 
strength of God (Eph 3v20-21) 
Graham Field
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A gap between  the houses
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From the street, it looks like a dark hole, a gap 
between the houses. The only give-away is the 
dozens of water meters against the wall. Through 
this gap live hundreds of people. Having walked 
inside, you continue down the alley, stooping, 
stepping over the open drain that runs down the 
middle, dodging a mother washing her clothes 
on the floor. You walk past doorways on either 
side, opening into small rooms where whole 
families live together, often cooking and eating in 
one room, and all sleeping in the other. Poverty 
is commonplace, and extreme. How can these 
communities be helped and reached with the 
gospel?

For a long time, Cubao Reformed Baptist 

Church in Metro Manila has been working 
tirelessly to help the poor in their area through 
Christian Compassion Ministries (CCM). As well 
as working in squatter areas like this one, they 
also run homes for abused or neglected children 
and a Drop-In Centre for the homeless. The main 
outreach in the squatter areas is through an 
education sponsorship programme. Children are 
sponsored with the resources they need to go to 
school. The vision is that if a child can complete 
their schooling, they are much more likely to get a 
good job and so help their immediate family, and 
later on, if they marry, their own children as well, 
thus breaking the chain of poverty. Social workers 
frequently visit the families of the sponsored 

Cubao

Joe Grimwood is serving an Envision Internship 
with GBM, based some of the year at Mission 
Centre in Abingdon, and spending significant 
time on placements in other parts of the world. 
Having served on the Latvia team in September, 
from November to February he went to Manila to 
work alongside Brian and Necy Ellis and Cubao 
Reformed Baptist Church. Here he reflects on his 
time working among the urban poor

Top: Joe Grimwood in Metro Manilla Above: The slums of Cubao   Top: A group of girls at the Christian Compassion Ministries girls home 
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children to help them in their various problems 
and encourage them. CCM also organises events 
such as parenting classes and seminars for the 
young people to help families to be a close and 
supportive unit. 

However, the greatest need is not physical, but 
spiritual. Two thousand years ago, a carpenter 
stood up in a synagogue in Northern Israel and 
quoted these words from Isaiah the prophet: 
‘The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he 
has anointed me to preach good news to the 
poor…’ The Church sees the need today to 
continue this work, to preach the good news 
of this man, the Son of God. This spiritual 
need is first and foremost. Physical help is 
of course also important; Jesus also had 
great compassion on the people even in that 
village, Nazareth, despite their great unbelief. 
These two needs are vital, and in love the Church 
is called to meet both. 

It has been exciting to see how the Church 
is doing exactly that. I was mainly working with 
Levi Ilhig, who has recently been employed as the 
CCM chaplain to oversee the spiritual side of the 
ministry. He has been able to set up Bible studies 
in each of the squatter areas where CCM works. 

Each family in the sponsorship programme is 
encouraged to attend. Levi leads some of these 
sessions himself, while others are run by elders 
from the Church or trainee pastors from Grace 
Ministerial Academy, another ministry of the 
Church. These groups meet each week, some 
with just four attending and others with over 
a dozen, often mothers in their thirties. These 
are still developing, but the Word is being 
explained faithfully and is being heard, and the 
seed is being sown. One of the advantages of 
a strongly Catholic culture is that the Bible is 
treated with high regard. Those who come are 
also eager to share things to pray for, and it 
was great to see how the Bible study leaders 
were able to show their care and follow up on 
these in subsequent weeks.

There are many other ways that the gospel 
is being proclaimed. At each event that CCM 
organises, there is an evangelistic devotional. 
The social workers witness personally to the 
families during their home visits. There has been 
some fruit from this work, but still only a small 
percentage of the families sponsored have come 
to the Lord – but the Church believes in the 
power of God in his Word!

This willingness to engage with the Bible was 
evident in other settings, outside the squatter 
areas. Jerome Mangahas, a recent graduate, 
is organising some Bible studies with students 
from a nearby university. Students at the Church 
have been inviting their friends to look at the 
Bible together. At one of these studies, there 
were about a dozen people, all friends of one 
church member! Having recently been a 
student myself at a university with an active 
Christian Union, I was used to a Christian 
bringing one, maybe two friends along 
to something like this, but surely not this 
many! This is the opportunity that exists 
in the Philippines, even in the younger 
generation that is becoming ever more 
secularised. Pray that these Bible studies will 
continue as, typically among students, they can 
often be quite sporadic!

There is a real passion in the Church for 
the Bible. Sermons are very thorough and 
Bible-centred, and there is an eagerness to 
read extensively, especially older books by the 
Puritans. Cubao is a young Church in terms of 
the age of the membership, and it is exciting to 
think how this devotion will be used by God in 
the future. Fellowship and hospitality come so 
naturally, and are so key in Filipino culture, but I 

don’t think I have ever been in a Church where 
it was so easy to make friends, feel accepted 
and have a really good chat with anyone about 
meaningful things. Between the morning and 
afternoon services, everyone stays at the Church 
to eat together and then relax and talk. After 
the midweek prayer meeting, it is common to 
go out to a local restaurant with others from the 
Church. There are also groups running for people 
at different stages of life, including youth, singles 
and couples groups, with teaching appropriate 
for each group. For example, over Easter there 
is a camp being organised for the singles, with 
teaching on living wholeheartedly for God.

This concept of wholehearted living is one 
of the great challenges that I’ve seen from my 
time in the Philippines. For many, the Church 
and Jesus as its head is the complete centre of 
their lives. Part of the year-long internship with 
GBM is to think through what serving God 
might look like in the rest of life. This isn’t an 
easy question, and it is certainly challenging. The 
Bible abounds with this theme, like the words 
of Paul in Philippians, to ‘consider everything a 
loss compared to the surpassing greatness of 
knowing Christ Jesus my Lord.’ Pray that many 
more will come to know Christ through the work 
here in the Philippines and beyond.

Cubao
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And so it begins! We have arrived in Riga! 
There we were, a young married couple in the 

far-west of sunny Cornwall and now here we are, 
in the currently rather colder climate of Latvia. 
We trust that you’ve all experienced within your 
churches the desire to be involved in some kind of 
service for the Lord, whether it’s getting involved 
in the children’s work, serving on the tea rota or 
speaking in the open air. How about approaching 
your church leaders to discuss being sent abroad? 
Our Church in Penzance is not particularly large.  
could we really expect to be supported to go? 
How could we leave when we are one of the few 
young couples in the Church? However, having 
been involved with the Envision trips to Latvia, we 
had seen the need for evangelism and discipleship 
there and had a strong desire from the Lord that 
we should think about going, so we approached 
our church elders. We cannot express easily how 
wonderful it was to see the Lord open doors of 
opportunity. Our elders had been praying for a 
number of years that if it was the Lord’s will we’d 
be a sending church, and they were happy for us 
to take the next step. 

Then followed a process of Bible college 
with EMF, interviews with GBM, deputation and 

commissioning, in all of which we have seen the 
Lord’s provision and equipping for the work. 

That brings us to Thursday 8 February, 4.30am. 
We’d been up for a while already. Just the 
last minute packing. Who has the passports? 
How much shall I wear on the plane to save on 
luggage allowance? Do we need to weigh the 
bags again? Just how many pairs of shoes should 
I take? Daniel Grimwade arrived at the door and 
we wondered at what point he realised that his 
offer of a lift would involve such an early start!

Our fi rst aim on arrival was to fi nd an 
apartment to rent. We spent several days walking 
around central Riga viewing many apartments: 
small ones, larger ones, spotless ones, ‘work in 
progress’ ones. Mostly the owners were desperate 
to have us as their tenants as we are not students. 
Finally we saw ‘the one’: a good size, lots of 
natural light coming in and reasonably priced, 
but this owner said he would have to talk to his 
wife before offering it to us. It felt like a long 
wait. Fortunately for Lydia, Phil’s solution to using 
up nervous energy while waiting was to iron 
everything in sight. Just when he was about to 
start ironing things for the second time, we heard 
the news: the apartment was ours! This was 

GBM  MARCH – MAY 2017 

Phil and Lydia Evans moved to Latvia in February to begin their 
mission service alongside Malcolm and Ruth Firth in Riga. Lydia 
describes the adventures of their fi rst few weeks

Latvia

Moving into MissionMoving into Mission
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again such an answer to prayer as we hope 
to use the apartment for a lot of our ministry, 
offering hospitality, hosting Bible studies and 
providing places for students and others to 
come and spend time. 

One thing is for sure, we have had no 
opportunity to get lonely. We have been ushered 
into the whirlwind of student life and if we chose 
to, could run from one event to the next, from 
Bible studies to evangelistic movie nights, from 
meals out to seminars and services. Oh, to be 
eighteen again! For us however, it is not about 
keeping busy as much as building relationships. 

I have three girls over for a Bible study each 
Wednesday morning. One is a new Christian 
from a Hindu background in India and is full 
of questions and eager to learn more. We 
are starting with the gospel of Mark. How 
wonderful to think about how ‘good’ the 
‘good news’ really is!

We also have a student meeting at church 
every other Saturday evening and Phil has had 
opportunity to speak at this event on Psalm 1 – 
being planted and rooted in the right place. These 
are good occasions, primarily aimed at discipleship 
of the Christian students and encouraging them 

to be lights in the world. He is beginning to get 
to know the large group of Indian men that come 
along. Incidentally, if you ask me about the food 
I’ve been eating, I could honestly tell you that the 
biggest change for me has been the quantities of 
Indian food that I have eaten since I’ve been here. 
It has been an adjustment to the taste buds and 
to my definition of the word ‘mild.’ The students 
love to cook and bring food to every event – even 
at ten in the morning! They are all in different 
situations. Some are keen Christians who want to 
learn more, some tag along when they feel like 
it but are easily distracted by work or other social 
events, and some are experiencing Christianity for 
the first time. It’s not always easy at first to work 
out where they are. Some say they are Christians 
without understanding what it really means. 
Please pray that we would be given wisdom and 
patience in working with each one. 

Looking back, it has been a bit of a whirlwind. 
We met each other for the first time on 27 
August 2015 and life would never be the same. 
God can work very quickly and in ways that we 
couldn’t possibly imagine. We look to him to lead, 
thankful that he knows the way and opens the 
doors in his good and perfect time. 

Latvia

Top left: Phil and Lydia’s commissioning in Penzance    Top right: Malcolm and Ruth Firth     

Middle: Old Riga city centre   

Bottom: St Peter’s Church in Old Riga  Bottom right: Saturday night meeting

A message from 
the Firths... 
It is a joy to have Phil and Lydia 
with us, and we are thankful 
together with them for the 
provision of a comfortable 
place to live, in a great 
location. They are settling well 
into church life, but please 
do remember to pray for 
them – beginning life in a new 
country is always stressful, and 
there are many small (and not 
so small) inconveniences and 

adjustments. Pray especially 
that the process of obtaining 
residency will go smoothly!
Church life has become busier 
this year, with several new 
initiatives: visiting a day centre 
for disadvantaged children, 
having social events where 
we learn about the culture of 
some of our home countries, a 
fortnightly youth meeting and 
a weekly book study group. 
We have around six people 
who have expressed the desire 
to be baptised, which is very 

encouraging, and we plan 
to have a baptismal service 
sometime in May or June.
We hope that by the time 
you are reading this we will 
be officially registered as a 
church. The documentation 
has been submitted to the 
Department for Religious 
Affairs, and we are now 
waiting to hear that all is in 
order. Watch this space!

Ruth Firth
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taken a group in Moldova under their wing. They 
send fi nancial help for special events and some of 
them have made visits to encourage the believers 
there. With modern technology it is also possible 
for them to chat – signing to one another, 
enabling them to overcome the difference in 
written languages. We have had some thank-
you letters translated – either from Russian into 
German or an English translation of their letter 
has been sent to me and I put it into German and 
sometimes sign it for the benefi t of the group. 

Recently I asked the Klagenfurt group about 
the believers in other countries. It was really sad 
to hear about churches disbanding or fi ghting 
with one another and some believers pretty much 

on their own. You may say that is not so different 
from the hearing world, but that world is so much 
bigger and there are so many more opportunities. 
The Deaf community is very small. We have 
known Deaf people who didn’t want to attend 
the monthly services because another Deaf person 
was present. Some who are not believers even 
expected us to keep certain Deaf from attending, 
just because they didn’t like them. But where 
should they go? The other churches offering 
something for the Deaf in Klagenfurt do not 
preach the gospel and the problem of personality 
confl icts would still be around, although it is 
easier to attend churches where one is not 
expected to respond to the gospel message.

The Deaf community – is there such a thing? 
What do you understand when you read these 
words? My understanding is a group of people 
who are not able to communicate easily through 
spoken language, but who do know and 
understand a signed language, meeting together 
in one way or another.

Within such Deaf communities there are born-
again believers, who either meet in churches 
for the Deaf or in ‘normal’ churches which 
accommodate their needs. In Klagenfurt the latter 
is the case. Most of the born-again, baptised 
believers have joined the Church here, but as 
there are not enough interpreters to translate 
everything into Austrian sign language, separate 

meetings have developed to meet their 
special needs. 

There are weekly meetings for the Deaf 
believers, monthly evangelistic meetings and 
additional meetings for special events or training 
sessions for those who want to dig deeper. Many 
of you reading this know all about our meetings, 
but have you considered what it is like in other 
places? In Austria there are other small groups 
of believers meeting usually in connection with 
a ‘hearing’ church, but again having their own 
meetings and linking up with each other.

Links have also been made to Deaf in other 
countries, through conferences and personal 
visits. The group in Klagenfurt have especially 

Jean Ellis has worked among the Austrian Deaf community for nearly 
thirty years. Here she explains how such communities work

[13]

Facing page: After the service everyone has tea together   Above, left:   Mirko and Klaus baptising Barbara    

Right: Manuela, Monika and Sabine, whose input to the Deaf fellowship in Klagenfurt is so important to Jean
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Another problem confronting the majority in 
the Deaf community is the fact that the spoken/
written language is not their fi rst language and 
has usually been taught without the use of the 
heart language of the Deaf – in our case Austrian 
sign language. As we began services in 1995, it 
soon became clear how diffi cult it was for those 
attending to understand the Bible passages being 
dealt with. This led us to attempt to translate 
some of the Bible into Austrian sign language. 
When we fi rst started we had no born-again 
believers in the group, but one very gifted young 
lady did her best to help me. Although we tried 
again and again to translate various portions of 
the Bible, we fi nally had to give up this dream, 
although those who were involved can still 
remember the creation account and the books 
of Ruth and Jonah much better than some other 
Scripture portions.

Bible translation is really hard work whether 
one is translating into a spoken, written or signed 
language. Therefore I would like to ask you to 
pray especially for all those involved in Bible 
translation throughout the world. I am pleased 
to say that I still have contact with some who are 
involved in sign language translation projects and 
although I cannot give you the details of these 
projects, let me ask you to pray especially for 
those involved in this extremely diffi cult work in 
various European countries.

I have been informed by consultants with 
Wycliffe Bible Translators that such translation 
projects are being worked on in the Czech 
Republic, Hungary, Lithuania, the Netherlands, 
Romania, Slovakia, Spain and the UK – others 
may also be involved in translation or considering 
starting a project, or like us, they may have tried 
and failed. Would you please pray for these 
groups, regardless of whether or not you know 
anything about translation, sign languages or the 
Deaf Community. 

What else does the Deaf community need? Not 
only translators but also interpreters. We have the 
privilege of having a Deaf man able to preach at 
the services and he is doing his best to train up 
the other men. I have the privilege of still being 
able to help him and the other Deaf believers to 
understand the Scriptures, but will they be able to 
cope when the time comes for me to withdraw 
from this glorious opportunity? I do not continue 
with this in order to put myself in the centre of 
things. Christ alone can be the centre of anything 
we do, but I must confess to really enjoying my 
work for the Lord with the Deaf in our little bit of 
the Deaf community. It is also a privilege for me to 
be able to say that I belong to this community in 
the same way that I belong in Austria. I was born 
in England, but I am culturally Austrian. I can hear, 
but I am culturally Deaf!

Austrian Deaf community

Jonathan Bayes has been serving with Carey Outreach Ministries 
through GBM for the past ten years, travelling to the Far East to 
lecture in a number of training centres. Here he refl ects on what God 
has done during that time

Mirko preaching at the deaf service

The deaf ‘sing’ praise to God together using sign 

language

Light in the East

Jonathan Bayes

I fl ew home from the Far 
East last November, ten years 
and two days since I had 
fi rst set foot in the country. I 
had made twenty-four visits, 
and spent fi fty-four weeks 
training about 450 pastors in 
nine different places across 
the country. As far as I know, 

November’s visit was my fi nal one, and my 
involvement in that country has now fi nished. So 
what were some of the highlights of that decade? 

What are my choicest memories?
Some outstanding memories are not directly to 

do with the ministry: like being colder than ever 
before when the temperature in the north was 
minus 30oC, or travelling faster on the ground 
than ever before when a high-speed train topped 
220mph, or visiting one of the largest inland salt 
water lakes in the world, with a circumference of 
about 250 miles, high above sea level. I think that 
must be the most beautiful place on God’s earth!

During my fi rst visit I travelled to the north-
east during the fi rst week of December. 
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Never 
before have 
I known an 
entire prayer 
gathering 
weeping over 
lost souls  

Jonathan Bayes

The Christ-
centeredness 
of the Old 
Testament was 
a novel and 
revolutionary 
idea for this 
group

The surroundings were very Spartan – just 
outbuildings converted into a make-shift 
seminary. I came home full of admiration for 
those tough men and women who braved the 
cold in an unheated building while 
frost was on the ground outside, 
sleeping on mats on a stone floor, so 
keen were they to study the Word 
of God.

On one occasion in another 
region one student took me to his 
home town. I visited a huge church 
building which seats a couple of 
thousand and is full every Sunday. 
Following the morning service, 
lunch is provided in the church’s 
dining hall, to which hundreds 
of the members stay each week. I heard of 
one Christmas Eve service when ten thousand 
attended — every extra bit of space, including 
the car park, was turned into an overflow with 
CCTV — and several thousand pre-packed meals 
were handed out afterwards. I asked my friend 

about the Christian population in the town, and 
he estimated that a third of the population there 
were believers.

On another visit I met an amazing man in his 
seventies. Back in the 1960’s he 
had been arrested and imprisoned 
for preaching the gospel in the 
open air. They only kept him in 
prison for a few weeks, but during 
that time he was instrumental in 
the conversion of two policemen 
and their families and twenty-
three of his fellow prisoners. 

It was a great experience to 
visit some of the oldest church 
buildings in the country, and 
to see memorials to British 

missionaries, most of whose names are forgotten 
in Britain, many of whom died in their thirties. 
However, the continuance and growth of the 
church there is testimony to the fact that their 
labour and sacrifice were not in vain.

In one region I have attended a number of 

early-morning prayer meetings. It is the custom 
there for a church to assemble at five o’clock 
every morning for prayer. If I had to identify 
the biggest lesson which I have learnt from the 
Christians I have met it would be 
prayer. I have never heard such 
fervent prayer. Never before have I 
known an entire prayer gathering 
weeping over lost souls. I felt that I 
had never prayed in my life before.

I think my most joyful moment 
in connection with the teaching 
was when one student saw that 
the Passover in Exodus was a 
signpost to Christ. I was teaching 
a group of men who had not had 
any educational opportunities 
since the age of ten, until they came to train for 
Christian ministry. It quickly became obvious that 
the course which I had prepared was unsuitable, 
so I had to prepare on the hoof. A general course 
on biblical interpretation was boiled down to the 
one issue of how to understand the Passover as 

a pointer to Jesus. The Christ-centredness of the 
Old Testament was a novel and revolutionary 
idea for this group, used as they were to seeing 
the Old Testament as nothing more than a 

moral code with illustrations. The 
agony on their faces was almost 
tangible – until that moment when 
the penny suddenly dropped. An 
expression of agony turned into 
one of ecstasy as a new and richer 
understanding of God’s Word 
dawned.

What of the future? Now that 
my involvement in the Far East 
is over, one of the other tasks 
assigned to me is the production 
of written resources to enable 

our students worldwide to study more deeply 
for themselves. With that I intend to continue, 
but I am also looking to the Lord for an opening 
back into pastoral ministry – a role which I have 
increasingly missed over the last few years. Please 
pray that he will open the right door.
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Partnerships are often crucial in the work of mission. In recent years, 
Derek French of GBM Radio has had a fruitful partnership with 
Gerard and Philippa Chrispin and their prison ministry. Here Derek 
and Gerard explain how that has been working

Radio News

Derek French …

A mature Christian couple 
involved in prison ministry, 
GBM’s Sound Words and 
Serving Today programmes, 
and pastors in Africa and 
elsewhere – what’s the link 
between all of these? 

I fi rst met Gerard and 
Phillippa Chrispin when the 
opportunity came to visit a 
prison to conduct Bible studies. 
Gerard and Phillippa had been 
involved in this work for many 
years, and they were leading 
Christian Prison Resourcing. 

Gerard wanted to write a book 
on Mark’s gospel that would be 
easy to read, cover the entire 
book in some detail, and be 
a help in his prison ministry. 
He was also aware that many 
prisoners either cannot read 
at all or can do so only with 
diffi culty. The solution was to 
put the entire text of the book 
into audio on CDs and other 
formats. We were happy to help 
because we were eager to use 
our recording facilities to help 
this gospel venture to make 
Christ known, and the content 
and length of the material was 

ideal for our English language 
programming. Most of the 
listeners to our programmes 
do not have English as their 
fi rst language.  

At that time we used the 
material on Mark’s Gospel in 
our Sound Words programme. 
Phillippa read the relevant 
verses from Mark and Gerard 
recorded the study on those 
verses. The material was put 
on CD for the prison ministry 
and, with careful editing, into 
Sound Words programmes. 
The book was called Mark Time 
and is published in the UK by 

Day One. Gerard made copies 
available for us to send to any 
listeners who requested them.  

More recently we went 
through a similar process with 
Gerard’s exposition of the 
book of Acts. Again, Phillippa 
would read the Bible passage 
and then Gerard would record 
his exposition. By this time 
production of Sound Words 
had ended, but when looking 
at the content on Acts we 
could see how readily it could 
be adapted so as to benefi t 
the pastors and church leaders 
who listen to our Serving Today 

Above: Gerard and Phillippa recording in the GBM radio studios    Below right: The Mark Time tract

ACTS
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MARK TIME
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Radio News

Above and below right: The 

studios of GBM Radio   

Left: Gerard during a 

television interview

To get your copies of the tracts, and to have them over-printed 
with your church details, please contact: 
Jason Carpenter, Spiral Colour, Augustus Mill, Buckley Street, 
Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK11 6UH or email him at: 
jason.carpenter@spiralcolour.com

programme. One of our aims 
in Serving Today is to help our 
listeners in their preaching and 
teaching ministries. Working 
systematically through a whole 
Bible book is something many 
listeners are not used to doing, 
but they are seeing the benefit 
of such an approach. The 
programmes often suggest 
how to preach and teach from 
these studies. The book is 
called Amazing Acts, published 
by Evangelical Press in three 
volumes that cover the entire 
book. We post these to any 
listener who requests them, and 
they are also available on CD. 
Why not buy your own copy, 
and then as a book owner you 
can also access the entire audio 
content via the web at one go 
free of charge.  

What has been good to 
discover is that this material is 
not only being used for prison 
and radio ministry, but also by 
UK churches in their evangelism 
and Bible studies.

Derek French

Gerard and Philippa 
Chrispin…

You and your church really can 
join Serving Today in reaching 
the world! 

It all started with an idea to 
help non-Christians to hear the 
Bible being read and explained 
in their own time and space. We 
started with Mark’s gospel, and 
then we moved on to the book 
of Acts. Phillippa and I were 
helped hugely by Derek French 
and his GBM Radio colleagues 
at Abingdon. We recorded Mark 
Time and the Amazing Acts 
trilogy in the GBM Radio studios 
in Abingdon under Derek’s eagle 
eye (or perhaps eagle ear!) The 
audios were put on CDs mainly 
to enable prisoners to hear 
and read God’s word in their 
cells and in Bible studies run 
by Christian Prison Resourcing 
(CPR). Many free copies of Mark 
Time and Amazing Acts are now 
in prisoner’s hands and cells. 
Each day CPR receive, mark and 
return prisoners’ completed 
correspondence courses. Some 
have come to know and follow 
Christ through them.

Derek seized the opportunity 

to use the same audios and 
tweaked them to transmit 
overseas to Serving Today 
hearers, so sharing the gospel of 
our crucified and risen Lord far 
and wide through GBM Radio. 
David Harding of Christian 
Answer (one of the evangelistic 
organisations under the United 
Beach Missions (UBM) umbrella) 
has created websites for both 
Mark Time and Amazing Acts 
for seeking people. From 
around the globe people can 
tap into marktime.info or 
amazingacts.net to read and 
hear, on a chapter by chapter 
basis, the audio recordings of all 
of Mark’s gospel and Acts, and 
their short but hopefully clear 
commentaries followed by three 
key questions in each chapter.

The wheel has now gone full 
circle. Brief but comprehensive 
hand-out tracts offered at no 
cost enable our churched or 
unchurched friends to ‘read and 
listen’ through both websites on 
their mobile phones, laptops, 
iPads or whatever. Through a 
short written explanation of 
what Mark’s gospel and Acts 
cover, chapter by chapter the 
gospel is also presented.

So how can all this help your 

church to share the gospel 
and teach the Bible? Grace 
Church Guildford (formerly 
Chertsey Street Baptist Church 
and Guildford Park Church) 
encourages its people to take 
handfuls of the hand-outs 
to pass on to family, friends, 
neighbours, strangers, shop 
assistants, petrol station 
cashiers, students, work mates, 

waiters and waitresses, barbers, 
taxi drivers and anyone else. 
They also include them on their 
literature table outreach and 
recommend folks to ‘read and 
listen’ through marktime.info 
or amazingacts.net or both. 
Perhaps your church could do 
something similar?

Gerard Chrispin 

Wormwood Scrubs Prison
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New Missionaries

A door closes – 
Tom and Lucy Forryan

In March last year we introduced Tom and 
Lucy Forryan as new missionaries to be sent 
to France. Over the past year they have visited 
many churches on deputation, and while many 
individuals have signed up to receive Tom’s prayer 
letter, sadly there have not been the necessary 
pledges of fi nancial support to make it possible 
for them to go. The cost of serving in Paris is 
high, even when living in one of the poorer 
neighbourhoods, and this must be taken together 
with the additional costs of language study and 
education for their son. In the light of this, the 

decision has been taken that they will not go 
to France this summer. We are grateful to those 
churches that have pledged their support, and 
hope that they will be able to fi nd others who 
need this in the months and years ahead. 

Tom writes: This last year has been an exciting 
time for Lucy and myself as we have planned 
for a move to Paris for summer 2018 and visited 
churches to encourage support. While in the 
end the fi nancial support fell short of what was 
needed, there was nevertheless a good measure 
of interest among the churches in gospel work 
in Paris, and a large number of people willing to 
receive news and pray for us on a regular basis. 
Future employment permitting, we would now 
like to build on this by means of ministry visits to 
Paris, a French-language media project planned 
for the summer, continuing to share prayer news 
of churches in Paris, and even a possible Envision 
team to Paris for the autumn of 2019.

Tom and Lucy will be looking to move on 
from Watford to a new ministry from September, 
most likely pastoring a church in the UK. As 
always, they would value your prayers. GBM 
remains committed to the gospel needs of France. 
We continue to support James Hammond in 
Bordeaux, as well as our French language radio 
programmes. We see Paris as one of many 
spiritually needy cities across Europe. Europe is 
the continent now most in need of evangelism 
and church-planting.   

Chris and Helen Hawthorne

Chris and Helen continue to visit churches through 
the summer, seeking to raise their support to be able 
to go and serve in Zambia. If your church would like 
to support them fi nancially on a regular basis, do 
contact Jim Sayers at GBM Mission Centre to arrange a 
deputation visit. 
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UK church news

A Church is reborn 
in the Chilterns

 Hyde Heath Chapel in Buckinghamshire was 
started by Particular Baptists from Chesham in the 
eighteenth century. It met in a rented building for 
over In 1932 a building was built on a large piece of 
land that had been donated, and in the 1980s some 
of this was sold off, and these funds were held with 
the hope of buying a manse. However, by the end 
of 2015 house prices were out of reach, and there 
were only four members left. Yet this small group 
had a vision to do something new. A new manse 
was fi nally built on some of the remaining land in 
2015, with the help of funds from the AGBC(SE). 
This left the Chapel with insuffi cient resources to 

employ a pastor. Again it was with help from the 
Association and Grace Baptist Partnership that we 
were guided to Paul Barton as an evangelist to 
work in the village, while he also helped support 
the development of the work at Newtown Baptist 
Church in Chesham.  And so a partnership 
between the two churches was formed.

Paul had been trained by Barry King on the 
training course being run in Bury, Lancashire.  We 
are grateful to Belvidere Road Church, Liverpool 
for releasing Paul to work with us.  Paul was 
joined in the move south by his wife Nikki and 
their four sons: Josiah, Noah, Asher and Ezra.  It is 
a tight squeeze in the Manse but the family have 
been a great blessing to the small fellowship at 
the Chapel, as well as at Newtown in Chesham. 
Paul’s work involves reaching out through door 
to door work and a book table in Chesham.  He 
also preaches at both churches as well as helping 
with the evangelistic service in a local care 
home, youth work at Chesham and in seeking 
to establish work among families in the village. 
Paul speaks at the monthly lunch club in Hyde 
Heath (see picture). Last September, a family 
event called ‘Smugglers’ trail’ brought in four 
families from the village. As we go to press, they 
are planning their fi rst ‘Messy Church’ event for 
Easter Saturday, and they plan to run this monthly 
from September. Paul has joined a Nordik walking 
group, and Nikki is now involved with the village 
toddler group. As a group they would love to 
have another Christian family come and join them 
in the work. 
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UK Church News UK Church News

Join us on Saturday 27 October 
for GBM Annual Mission Day at the 
Renewal Centre, Solihull

Preacher: David Campbell (North 
Preston Evangelical Church) 

Full details to follow on our website 
and in September Herald 
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Left: Joy and happiness at the 

English class  

Above: Grace Baptist Church 

Southport

Grace International Café

Grace International Café in Southport is very 
multicultural. At present people from several 
countries in mainland Europe come along as well 
as folk from three countries in South America. For a 
little town up north, that’s quite a mix! 
People fi nd out about us in a variety of ways – 
seeing the sign outside the church building (Grace 
Baptist Church Southport), surfi ng Google, being 
sent along by the local Migrants’ Association, 
and we have even been advertised in an in-house 
magazine at the local pet food factory! This is really 
encouraging because the café has helped forge links 
in the community.
People come because they want to learn English, 
but it’s fair to say it’s the fun and laughter that 
brings people back! A group Facebook page means 
we can keep in touch during the week and that 
really helps us form friendships.
The evening starts with a lesson. It might involve 

grammar, vocabulary or be focussed conversation on 
a theme. It’s so important to learn from them and 
their culture, and so on occasion they will take the 
lesson and teach us something about their countries 
and traditions – all in English of course! After that 
we will play some hockey or badminton to relax, 
and this invariably ends up in a competition. At the 
moment the mainland Europeans have the edge! 
Trips out have provided opportunities to meet other 
church folks, and it’s been great to see some of 
them at services and special meetings at church.
The café provides a refuge for those who come as 
it’s so hard for many of them. We want to teach 
English because that’s what’s needed, but our 
priority is sharing the gospel. While there are specifi c 
times like Christmas and Easter where we can share 
Jesus with them, many opportunities have come 
because as our friendships have grown, their trust in 
us and what we stand for has too.
Ben, a team member writes: ‘Being part of the IC 
team is not work. It lifts and feeds the soul by being 

able to share and show Christ’s compassion and love 
to a dynamic group of warm, recipient and needy 
souls who just happen to be from overseas and want 
to improve their English. The real joy is when we can 
see their response to the unique atmosphere within 
this Christian-led environment - probably something 
they have not seen or experienced elsewhere. 
Instinctively they start to see for themselves that this 
is more than an English class – a group of Christians 
who understand and appreciate their position and 
are simply able to show love, time, support and 
engagement with hearts (not just minds) that they 
don’t get elsewhere. Wonderfully this has led to our 
relationships bridging out of the classroom and into 
homes - with the ability openly and with absolute 
liberty to share the gospel - and to be thanked by 
them for doing so! What a tremendous privilege 
for us as a team to experience at fi rst hand the 
knowledge and thrill of being equipped and clearly 
blessed by being able to do exactly what Christ 
commands - and on our own doorstep!’
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GBM Finances – Update 

At our AGM last year we reported that there 
was a signifi cant gap between our income and 
expenditure . It was decided that it was unwise 
to continue to rely on legacy income to cover 
this gap as has occurred in the past. Therefore, 
delegates approved a budget cut of 25% for 
2018.
 To achieve this we have implemented reductions 
in a number of areas. We have relocated our 
literature ministry to Mission Centre to eliminate 
warehousing costs, we have cancelled some 
airings of our radio programmes, and we have 
reduced our spending on publicity. Some UK staff 
have made salary sacrifi ces, and we have reduced 
the allowances paid to missionaries who are 
not fully supported by designated giving. These 
are not things we wish to do, but our fi nancial 
position requires it.

In response to this situation, we are glad to 
say that a number of churches have reviewed 
and increased their regular giving. We have also 
received a number of signifi cant one-off gifts 
which have improved our position in the short 
term. What can other churches and individuals 
do to help? If your church is reviewing its 
world mission giving, there are three areas that 
particularly need extra support. These are our UK 
Asian ministry and GBM radio and literature. Our 
workers in the UK who reach out to the Asian 
community are doing a vital work. Similarly, our 
radio and literature ministries together have a 
huge infl uence in resourcing pastors and churches 
across Africa and elsewhere, yet all these 
ministries are in doubt because of underfunding.
 Please consider how your church could play its 
part in sustaining these important ministries over 
the coming years. If you would like to know more 
please contact us at Mission Centre. 
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Events

Brian and Necy – 
50th Anniversary

As we went to press, Brian and Necy 
Ellis celebrated their Golden wedding 
in Manila on 20 April. Brian fi rst went 
to serve in the Philippines in the mid-
1960s, and met Necy while doing 
language study in Singapore, where 
she was his language teacher. They 
have served together in the work 
of Cubao Reformed Baptist Church 
in Manila since 1978. We send our 
best wishes and congratulations to 
them both. 

Peter White: 1939 – 2018
Peter White joined the GBM staff at Mission Centre 
in 1982 as Assistant Secretary, working with Chris 
Richards in administration, organising deputation 
and fi nance. Many Herald readers will remember 
Peter’s unforgettable leadership of the Athelington 
camps, where his warmth and enthusiasm helped 

to create a great holiday of fun and fellowship. 
Peter spearheaded the work of getting GBM known 
among new churches and fi rmly embedded in those 
that supported the work. I joined the GBM radio 
team at the beginning of 1984 and met Peter for 
the fi rst time. I well remember the warm smile and 
fi rm handshake! I was a regular at the Whites’ table, 
particularly before I was married. The heart and the 
home were open to me during those years. Tuesday 
night was Bible study: you had a highly intellectual 
pastor’s son, an ex-missionary in her forties, a 
Curry’s salesman, a girl in her early teens – Peter 
embraced us all and helped us to read the Bible 
and understand what we were reading, and then 
apply it. I became increasingly involved in deputation 
ministry and in many ways learnt the trade from 
Peter. His passion for the work, his love for the 
missionaries and his fervent desire for the churches 
to be partners in mission was highly infectious. 

Andrew Smith

GBM News

Athelington Summer Holiday
Saturday 4 to Saturday 11 August 2018

GBM’s summer holiday in Suffolk, with daily Bible ministry and 
a focus on world mission. 

Morning ministry by 
Chris Hawthorne, who 
is soon to go and serve 
in Zambia. 

Evening mission 
presentations from Chris 
and Helen Hawthorne, 
Phil and Lydia Evans, 
Daniel and Ellie 
Caballero (newly 
married), Brian Ellis and 
Joe Grimwood 

A children’s 
programme each 
morning 

Additional workshop 
sessions 

Games, crafts, cricket, 
football, days out, and a 
Friday night hog roast 

Plenty of room for 
more campers  

A couple of two-
bedroom elite lodges 
still available 

See our website for details. www.gbm.org.uk/summerholidays.html

Root Hill 2018
GBM’s Youth Camp 

for ages 17-30

Root Hill Farm Dorking Surrey

18-25 August 2018

roothill.com        gbm.org.uk

Main speaker: Andrew King

Highbury Baptist Church
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Join us in our week of prayer as we pray for Europe, the most 
spiritually needy continent in the world. A DVD of prayer videos is 
being sent to every GBM supporting church. 

GBM Week of Prayer 2018

 SUNDAY 10 JUNE – FRANCE 

Give thanks for a growing French church-planting 
movement which is making good progress. This still 
leaves 99% of the population unsaved. France is 
both secular and Catholic, with a signifi cant Muslim 
presence as well. 

 ✱ Pray for James Hammond’s work among students 

in Bordeaux this year that many who have heard 

the gospel will come to faith in Christ

 ✱ Pray for a new church-plant in central Bordeaux 

that James is leading with a French pastor, Maxime 

Soumagnas - they hope to launch a Sunday 

morning service this autumn

 ✱ Tom and Lucy Forryan have not been able to go 

to serve in Paris. Pray that God will bless their 

continued efforts to reach French people through 

literature and perhaps an Envision team next year

 MONDAY 11 JUNE – AUSTRIA 

GBM has helped support mission in Austria for 
over thirty years. The work is long and slow, and 
gospel churches are few and far between. As Jean 
Ellis approaches retirement, the need for a new 
generation of missionaries becomes all the more 
important. 

 ✱ Give thanks for the continued growth of Jean’s 

work among the Deaf, and pray for the men who 

lead the Deaf fellowship

 ✱ Pray that new workers will be sent to serve 

alongside Austrian Christians, to reach the many 

towns and cities that need a gospel witness, and 

to work together to plant new churches and train 

Austrian leaders

Join with us in our week of prayer, which this year 
focusses on the needs of Europe. You can fi nd a 
prayer guide in the centre pages, and we will be 
sending a DVD to each GBM supporting church.

1 0 – 1 7  J U N E  2 0 1 8

Join with us in our week of prayer, which this year Join with us in our week of prayer, which this year 
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 TUESDAY 12 JUNE – POLAND 

Poland is a country with great spiritual need. 
Because of Poland’s history, many Poles are still 
dedicated to the Roman Catholic Church as part of 
their national identity. Gospel churches are few and 
far between. 

 ✱ Pray for Andrzej and Monika Kempczyński 

and the small group that they have gathered 

in Legionowo, that many people will be saved 

through their outreach

 ✱ Pray for the youth group that they have started, 

that God will particularly work among young 

people

 ✱ Pray for them as they work towards establishing a 

church membership

 WEDNESDAY 13 JUNE – SERBIA 

Give thanks that prayers over several years for a 
church-plant are now beginning to bear fruit in 
Belgrade, a city with huge spiritual needs. A good 
nucleus of people gathers for worship each week, 
and they are active in reaching out to their friends.  

 ✱ In February the group set aside three men as 

elders, and they are now beginning to formalise a 

church membership – pray for this process to go 

smoothly

 ✱ Pray for many more church-planters to be trained 

and sent out to begin similar works in other parts 

of the Balkans

 THURSDAY 14 JUNE – LATVIA 

The growth of Grace International Church in Riga 
is a great encouragement. God has brought people 
together from many nations, and a number have 
become Christians through the ministry of the 
Church.

 ✱ Give thanks for several baptisms planned for May 

or June and pray that these young Christians will 

grow strong in faith

 ✱ Give thanks for new missionaries, Phil and Lydia 

Evans, and pray that they will settle quickly and 

gain residency easily

 ✱ Pray for Malcolm and Ruth Firth as they continue to 

develop this work, for stamina, and for God’s grace 

to continue to equip them for each challenge

 FRIDAY 15 JUNE – ENVISION IN EUROPE 

Summer Envision teams to Europe are now a regular 
feature of our Envision programme. The aim of 
Envision teams is to involve as many Christians 
as we can in the task of reaching all nations with 
the message of God’s grace. This summer we are 
planning three summer teams in Europe, and places 
are still available. 

 ✱ Pray for teams to Imola in Italy and Legionowo in 

Poland that will both run a Holiday Bible Club and 

help each church reach out to their town

 ✱ Pray for our team to Latvia at the beginning of 

September, as they reach out to international 

students arriving to start university
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 SATURDAY 16 JUNE – GERMANY 

The cradle of the Reformation, Germany has the 
largest population in Europe, and great spiritual 
need. The effects of liberalism in the west and 
atheistic communism in the east mean that parts of 
Germany are the most secular places in the world. 

 ✱ Pray for Nathanael Armisen, pastor of the 

Evangelical Reformed Baptist Church in Wetzlar, as 

they seek to reach out to the community with the 

gospel

 ✱ Pray for Pieter Schild and ERB Frankfurt, now 

constituted as an independent church. Pray that 

many more new churches will be planted in 

Germany’s cities

 SUNDAY 17 JUNE – SPAIN 

Spain was one of the fi rst European countries where 
GBM missionaries went to work, and we continue to 
keep connections with churches there. While gospel 
churches have grown through immigration, reaching 
the Spanish population with the gospel is still a great 
need. 

 ✱ Pray for former missionaries David and Mavi Rivero 

– David pastors Iglesia Bautista Alameda de Osun 

in Madrid, where they have many opportunities 

among students and young adults

 ✱ Pray for the church where they used to serve in 

Malaga, as they continue to reach out to their city 

with the gospel

 ✱ Pray for the peace and stability of Spain in a time 

of political turmoil

The cradle of the Reformation, Germany has the 

atheistic communism in the east mean that parts of 
Germany are the most secular places in the world. 
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